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Remove unwanted gases from your well water supply such as methane, radon, hydrogen sulfide, and carbon
dioxide with a Degasification System from Excalibur Water Systems. This system utilizes aeration to naturally
remove gas and odor from your water. Ensure the water in your home is free from contaminants with a system
that is backed by a 5 year unlimited warranty. 

Degasification System

www.excaliburwater.com

Part #

A30VOD

*well water supplies only

Chemical free system Low cost operation

5 YEAR
UNLIMITED
WARRANTY

Twist top for easy access

Durable, polyethylene
construction

Removes unpleasant
gases/odors from your water

Pressure tank included

A50VOD

Dimensions W x H (in)

32" x 70"

32" x 70"

Description

115 Volt Degasification System

120 Volt Degasification System



Gas In Well Water

Naturally occurring gas such as methane is commonly
found in well water supplies, along with other gases
including hydrogen sulfide, radon, and carbon dioxide.
Methane is colorless, odorless, and highly flammable.
While it does not present any health risks, it can become
an explosive hazard under the right conditions and can
give your water a milky and/or fizzy appearance. These
issues can be solved with a Degasification System, which
uses aeration to separate the gas from water.

How Are These Contaminants Removed?

Well water enters the Degasification System from the
well pump and is sprayed through aeration nozzles. As
the water is turned into a fine mist, it falls to the
bottom of the tank. Gas and odor rise to the top of
the system, where it is then vented outside with a jet
blower.

Note: This unit will need to be vented outside with PVC pipe.

Choose Excalibur

Choose a system you and your family can depend on to remove gases from your well water
supply with a Degasification System from Excalibur Water Systems. 
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